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WE HAVE THE COMPLETE STOCK OF IT
EQUIPMENT, APPLIANCES AND ELECTRONICS TO
SUPPORT YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

OUR VISION
In a dynamic technology- dependent world,
Get It Rent aims to empower businesses with
top-quality rental solution eco systems that
cover end-to-end operations and support.

OUR MISSION
Get It Rent's mission is to be an industry leader
by providing a wide variety of advanced
products in the categories of IT equipment,
appliance and electronics, that's a ordable,
suitable and available To all businesses. By
covering end-to-end aspects of rental
solution, from supply to post-rental service,
the company seeks to add value and reduce
costs of its Business partners.

AT A GLANCE

ABOUT US
Get It Rent is one of the largest providers of comprehensive rental solutions in the country for all
your business needs. Its varied supply of IT equipment, appliances and electronics has made it an
established name in the Indian Rental industry.
The company's mission is to provide superior products at a ordable rentals backed by
best-in-class support. GetItRent goes one step further than providing products; it provides A
360-degree business ecosystem for both the micro and macro needs of a business.
The company is headquartered in Delhi with 8 branches across India. This pan-India presence along
with Best-in-class service, huge inventory chain and a team of trained rental experts has enabled
it to be the 'company of choice' for rental solutions, In all business categories.

20000 +
CLIENTS
SERVED

ON TIME
DELIVERY

150000 +
PRODUCTS
RENTED
OUT

12+
YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE

500+
CITIES
COVERED

550+
EMPLOYEES

RENTING IS IN; BUYING IS OUT.
Every business has its unique set of challenges but
they all face a common problem - managing IT
equipment, appliances and electronics inventory.
Owning these products comes with cost and
liabilities that stifle cash flow and throw deadlines
Out of sync. Additionally, technology demands
regular upgrading which makes renting A better
option than owning, in an ever-evolving Tech world.

Saving Capital

Maintenance

Eliminate Equipment
Disposal Cost
(Compliance Issue)

Renting can save money
for improving other
business functions.

With renting, you can say
good-bye to your
maintenance worries.

With renting, disposing IT waste
and electronic waste will no more
be a headache.

Shielding From
Business Fluctuations

Protection From
Obsolete Tech

Renting helps in getting rid of
surplus equipment in case of
business fluctuations.

Renting helps in
upgrading technology at
a hassle-free cost.

GET IT RENT PARTNERS
YOU IN BUSINESS TO
DELIVER WHAT YOU NEED,
WHEN YOU NEED
You feel the real-time benefits of being associated with Get It Rent. The latest product delivered to
any location in India, timely customer service, frequent upgrades and more! Get It Rent takes care of
all your product framework so you can focus on what matters most - your business.
At its core, Get It Rent is client-centric. Keeping clients at the center of focus helps drive transparent
operations and smooth deliveries.

LET'S GET IN TO AN INNOVATIVE

PARTNERSHIP

Post Rental
Support
Renting is only the beginning. Most of the
IT equipment, appliances and electronic
products also require constant and
steady support. This is where
high-ranking technicians and engineers
come in. Get It Rent's superior customer
service is the envy of the Indian rental
industry. From on-site support to remote
troubleshooting and problem fixing, help
is only a call/mail away.

Expertise
Get It Rent prides itself on its
technological and mechanical expertise.
It's more than just about being a
supplier; it's about being a solutions
provider. The company has experts on
call to advise you about the kind of
machines you need based on
requirement. Get products tailored to
your specific needs efficiently and at a
fraction of the cost.

High Fill Rate

Stock doesn't run out at Get It Rent!
This is because of a huge inventory
chain across different product
categories that caters to all demands. A
robust supply chain ensures that
sudden demand spikes are met.

Pan-india
Delivery

Want to get IT equipment, appliances
or electronic products in a remote
location? How about a busy
metropolitan? Wherever you are, Get It
Rent makes it possible. The motto: Any
product, any location, 24-hour delivery!

Competitive
Pricing

Flexible
Tenure

Reasonable rental prices with easy
payment options makes Get It Rent one
of the most popular rental companies in
the country.

Different business models need
different solutions and we understand
that. So we offer flexible rental tenure
for renting of products which varies
from a day to a year to suit all
business needs.

Comprehensive
Solutions

Corporate
And Bulk Deal

Get It Rent is a technology solutions
provider. Besides renting IT equipment,
you can also take advantage of the
company's high-end solutions. This helps
you have more control over your
processes and get better results. For
instance, along with laptops, the
company can also provide you with the
software required on laptops, specifically
customized to your requirements.

The Get It Rent business model is
focused on corporates and bulk deals;
this enables the company to provide
best-in-class support systems, stock of
a huge inventory of products to meet
market demands along with a pan-India
network of ground staff and technicians.

OUR PRODUCTS

SCANNER

Check out the latest scanners as you rent them for your office. You can
rent from brands like Canon, Ricoh, HP, Epson, Kodak, Fujitsu and more.

If you need it, Get It Rent offers it.
With a 360-degree vision to cater to all your business needs, here are some of the products offered.

WALKIE-TALKIE

PRODUCTS THAT YOU CAN RENT

Want Walkie-Talkie for events or office work? Pick from an array of
walkie-talkie devices like Motorola wireless radio, Vertel walkie-talkie,
UHF Headset, Vertex standard walkie-talkie handset, Kenwood portable
walkie-talkie, portable professional transceiver, Vertex walkie-talkie
and more.

LAPTOP
From the latest Macbooks to the Core i7/15/13 Laptops, arm your team
with the best machines in the market

PRINTER
DESKTOP
From assembled to branded, choose from a wide range of desktops
Including Mac, Core i7/i5/i3 or Core 2 duo.

Printers are an important part of any day-to-day business. Opt for
brands like Canon, Ricoh, HP, Epson and more for your ideal business
needs.

SERVER
GetItRent provides several servers on rent like Rack mount server, Tower
server or Blade server. Servers include brands like HP, DELL And IBM.

TABLET
Get a taste of the most immaculate and exhaustive range of tablets from
Apple iPads to Samsung, Lenovo and i-Ball.

CCTV
PROJECTOR
The quintessential business requirement, projectors are a crucial
part of every meeting. GetItRent offers a variety of choices like DLP,
Multimedia and Interactive projectors

Get your hands on all sorts of CCTV equipment with GetItRent. Choose
from Dome CCTV setup, Bullet CCTV setup and PTZ CCTV camera setup
and get installation included, as part of the package.

LED/LCD
FIREWALL
Looking for firewall hardware? Look no further with varied options like
FortiGate, Cyberoam and more. These are all customized to your
requests.

TWant to showcase your work on a big bright screen? GetItRent has the
right LED/LCD for you. From 30” to 90” or HD, QHD, UHD and even 4K/8K,
you can have the best from brands like Samsung, LG,Sony, Micromax
and Panasonic.

THEY ARE HAPPY :)
We took over 120 tablets
from Get It Rent for our
on-ground activities across
India, and we were satisfied
with their service.

Get It Rent products and
service are good.

We get rent for short term
which they provide across our
locations.

We have taken 2300 laptops
on rent. They Charged us a
decent rental and the products
were timely delivered across all
locations.

PAN India post rent
service is what makes them
our preferred vendor.

We have been taking
different products on rent from
them over the last 4 years and
we find it economical.
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